Inferring the global phylodynamics of influenza A/H3N2 viruses in Taiwan.
Influenza A/H3N2 viruses are characterized by highly mutated RNA genomes. In this study, we focused on tracing the phylodynamics of Taiwanese strains over the past four decades. All Taiwanese H3N2 HA1 sequences and references were downloaded from public database. A Bayesian skyline plot (BSP) and phylogenetic tree were used to analyze the evolutionary history, and Bayesian phylogeographic analysis was applied to predict the spatiotemporal migrations of influenza outbreaks. Genetic diversity was found to have peaked near the summer of 2009 in BSP, in addition to the two earlier reported ones in summer of 2005 and 2007. We predicted their spatiotemporal migrations and found the summer epidemic of 2005 from Korea, and 2007 and 2009 from the Western United States. BSP also predicted an elevated genetic diversity in 2015-2017. Quasispecies were found over approximately 20% of the strains included in this time span. In addition, a first-time seen N31S mutation was noted in Taiwan in 2016-2017. We comprehensively investigated the evolutionary history of Taiwanese strains in 1979-2017. An epidemic caution could thus be raised if genetic diversity was found to have peaked. An example showed a newly-discovered cluster in 2016-2017 strains featuring a mutation N31S together with HA-160 quasispecies. Phylogeographic analysis, moreover, provided useful insights in tracing the possible source and migrations of these epidemics around the world. We demonstrated that Asian destinations including Taiwan were the immediate followers, while U.S. continent was predicted the origin of two summer epidemics in 2007 and 2009.